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Abstract— India has one in every of the biggest road
networks within the world, aggregating to concerning thirty
three large integer metric linear unit at the present. But
several of the prevailing roads have become structurally
inadequate attributable to the zoom in traffic volume and
shaft loading. At locations with adequate sub-grade bearing
capacity/CBR price, a layer of appropriate granular material
will improve the bearing capability to hold the expected
traffic load. However at sites with cosmic microwave
background radiation lower than 2 hundredth issues of shear
failure and excessive rutting area unit usually encountered.
The bottom improvement alternatives love excavation and
replacement of unsuitable material, deep compaction,
chemical stabilization, pre loading and compound
geosynthetics etc area unit usually used at such sites. The
value of those processes similarly as virgin material
concerned is sometimes high and in and of itself they're
nonetheless to be ordinarily utilized in developing nations
like India. During this context natural fibre merchandise hold
promise for rural construction over soft clay. India is that the
1st largest country, manufacturing fibre fiber from the husk
of coconut fruit. The fibre fiber (50 to one hundred fifty
millimeter long and zero.2 to 0.6 millimeter diameter) until
recently were spun into fibre yarn then woven to get woven
nettings. The fibers area unit currently a day’s being needle
punched or adhesive guaranteed to get non-woven
merchandise or blankets. Geotextiles area unit proving to be
price effective different to ancient construction methodology.
In sealed and caliche-topped construction, geosynthetic
reinforcement has been applied to enhance their overall
strength and repair life. The stabilization of pavements on soft
ground with geotextiles is primarily attributed to the essential
functions of separation of base course layer from sub-grade
soil, reinforcement of composite system etc. however these
artificial merchandise area unit perishable and cause setting
issues, whereas natural geotextile like fibre is perishable. The
report presents the results of cosmic microwave background
radiation and plate load check carried in an exceedingly
model check tank simulating rural roads with fibre
geotextiles. The results of the check within the laboratory and
also the construction of road stretches at three locations, with
every 100m length area unit encouraging to be used in
developing countries (like India) in rural roads that area unit
nonetheless to be developed to attach as several as zero.2
million villages as most of those roads happen to air soft clay.
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I. INTRODUCTION
India has one in all the biggest road networks within the
world, aggregating to concerning thirty three hundred

thousand klick at the present. But several of the present roads
have become structurally inadequate attributable to the ascent
in traffic volume and shaft loading. At locations with
adequate sub-grade bearing capacity/CBR price, a layer of
appropriate granular material will improve the bearing
capability to hold the expected traffic load. However at sites
with cosmic background radiation lower than 2 hundredth
issues of shear failure and excessive rutting ar usually
encountered. The bottom improvement alternatives
appreciate excavation and replacement of appropriate
Material, deep compaction, chemical stabilization, pre
loading and chemical compound geosynthetics etc ar usually
used at such sites. The value of those processes also as virgin
material concerned is sometimes high and intrinsically they're
however to be usually utilized in developing nations like
Asian country. During this context natural fibre merchandise
hold promise for rural building over soft clay.
India is that the first largest country, producing fibre
fiber from the husk of coconut fruit. The fibre fiber (50 to 100
and fifty mm long and 0.2 to 0.6 mm diameter) till recently
were spun into fibre yarn therefore plain-woven to induce
plain-woven nettings. The fibers ar presently a day’s being
needle punched or adhesive secured to induce non plainwoven merchandise or blankets. Geotextiles are proving to be
worth effective varied to ancient building methodology.
Studies have indicated that the biodegradability of fibre is
accustomed advantage and so the fibre based geotextile have
the potential of being utilized for rural building over soft clay.
In made-up and caliche-topped building, geosynthetic
reinforcement has been applied to reinforce their overall
strength and repair life. The stabilization of pavements on soft
ground with geotextiles is primarily attributed to the
elemental functions of separation of base course layer from
sub-grade soil, reinforcement of composite system etc. but
these artificial merchandise ar biodegradable and cause
setting problems, whereas natural geotextile like fibre is
biodegradable.
In made-up and caliche-topped building,
geosynthetic reinforcement has been applied to enhance their
overall strength and repair life. The stabilization of
pavements on soft ground with geotextiles or geogrid is
primarily attributed to basic functions of separation of base
course layer from sub-grade soil, reinforcement of composite
system etc.
The report presents the results of CBR and plate load
check carried in an exceedingly model check tank simulating
rural roads with fibre geotextiles. The results of the check
within the laboratory and therefore the construction of road
stretches at three locations, with every 100m length square
measure encouraging to be used in developing countries (like
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India) in rural roads that square measure nevertheless to be
developed to attach as several as zero.2 million villages as
most of those roads happen to get on soft clay.The main
objective of the project is to construct 100m stretches of fibre
geotextile strengthened road and appraise the performance.
These details of the check stretches and therefore the results
of tests conducted within the laboratory square measure
delineated during this report.
A number of materials are rumored to be with
success used as reinforcements adore steels, geofabrics,
geogrids, aluminum, optical fiber, wood, rubber and concrete.
In developed countries plastic based mostly artificial fibers
and grids square measure currently most well-liked because
of their obtainable with desired properties and sturdiness. The
sturdiness of reinforcing materials is shown in Table a pair
of.1. However, they're nevertheless to be used wide in India
as they're a lot of pricey. The reinforcement might take the
shape of strips, grids, sheet materials, rope and alternative
combos. The main necessities of the reinforcing materials
square measure strength, durability, simple handling, high
adhesion or friction with soil and handiness at cheap. The
person created polymers square measure extremely restraint
to bacterium, alkalis and acid. Degradation characteristics of
polymers square measure indicated in Table a pair of.2.
Polyamides have an awfully sensible mechanical
characteristics as well as glorious resistance to abrasion and
absolute impenetrability to putrefaction. It will face up to
warmth while not its performance being affected. However,
their performance deteriorates on wetting.
Geotextiles were one in every of the primary textile
product in human history. Excavations of ancient Egyptian
sites show the utilization of mats manufactured from grass
and linen. Geotextiles were utilized in route construction
within the days of the Pharaohs to stabilise roadways and
their edges. These early geotextiles were manufactured from
natural fibres, materials or vegetation mixed with soil to
enhance road quality, significantly once roads were created
on unstable soil. Solely recently have geotextiles been used
and evaluated for contemporary construction. Geotextiles
nowadays square measure extremely developed product that
has to fits various standards. To supply bespoke industrial
materials, applicable machinery is required. Geotextiles are
used terribly with success in construction for over thirty
years. Their primary perform is to separate the sub base from
the sub grade leading to stronger construction. The geotextile
perform this perform by providing a dense mass of fibres at
the interface of the 2 layers. Geotextiles have tested to be
among the foremost versatile and cost-efficient ground
modification materials. Their use has swollen quickly into
nearly all areas of civil, geotechnical, environmental, coastal,
and civil engineering. They type the foremost element of the
sphere of geosynthetics, the others being Geogrids,
geomembranes and geocomposites. The ASTM (1994)
defines geotextiles as pervious textile materials utilized in
contact with soil, rock, earth or the other geotechnical project,
structure, or system. Geotextiles ought to fulfill sure needs
am passionate about it should allow material exchange
between air and soil while not that plant growth is not
possible, it should be penetrable by roots etc. and it should
enable rain water to penetrate the soil from outside and
additionally excess water to empty out of the planet while not

erosion of the soil. To get of these properties in geotextiles,
the correct alternative of textile fibre is of preponderant
importance. The various artificial fibres utilized in geotextiles
square measure nylon, polyester, polypropene whereas some
natural fibres like ramee, jute etc. may be used.
II. METHODOLOGY
Literature Review
Performance Evaluation of Coir Geo-Textiles
Testing for maximum dry density and the optimum moisture content of soil
Testing for Liquid Limit, Plastic limit and Plasticity Index
Testing for California bearing ratio
Merlin Test Procedure
Analysis and Results

III. CONCLUSIONS
The following are the conclusions draw from the study
A. Laboratory Study
1) The cosmic background radiation price of soil is found
to extend with the inclusion of geotextiles.
2) The cosmic background radiation price for strengthened
soil underneath unsoaked condition is found to be above
the unreinforced soil for terribly soften soil.
3) There is wide increase within the cosmic background
radiation price once the geotextile is anchored to the soil.
There’s a rise of nearly five hundredth for geotextile
placed at the surface and over twenty fifth increase once
the geotextile is placed at the middle height of the subgrade to it of unreinforced soil.
4) The cosmic background radiation price of soil with
anchored geotextile is ascertained to vary from eighteen
to ninetieth for unsoaked condition.
B. Field Study
1) By visual examination the fibre Geotextile strengthened
roads area unit higher in performance compared to
unreinforced roads.
2) Potholes similarly as cracking seem to be a lot of in
unreinforced road sections.
3) IRI values similarly as skid resistance appear to cut back
with time however they're all at intervals the allowable
limits.
4) Benkelman deflection of strengthened roads is a smaller
amount compared to unreinforced roads.
5) Initially the variation in Benkelman Beam deflection
between strengthened and unreinforced road is high and
with time the variation reduces in each the roads.
Hence it are often complete that fibre Geotextile
strengthened roads area unit structurally robust
compared to unreinforced roads it remains stable.
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